Abstract This work is concerned with optimal control problems where the objective functional consists of a tracking-type functional and an additional "multibang" regularization functional that promotes optimal control taking values from a given discrete set pointwise almost everywhere. Under a regularity condition on the set where these discrete values are attained, error estimates for the Moreau-Yosida approximation (which allows its solution by a semismooth Newton method) and the discretization of the problem are derived. Numerical results support the theoretical ndings.
with α > , z ∈ Y for a Hilbert space Y , and K : L (Ω) → Y a linear and continuous operator (e.g., the solution operator for a linear elliptic partial di erential equation). Just as in L regularization for sparsity (and in linear optimization), it can be expected that minimizers are found at the vertices of G, thus yielding the desired structure. Furthermore, it was shown in [ , , ] that this leads to a primal-dual optimality system that can be solved by a superlinearly convergent semismooth Newton method in function space [ , ] if a suitable Moreau-Yosida approximation (of the Fenchel conjugate G * , see Proposition . below) is introduced. It turns out that this approximation can be expressed in primal form as ( . ) min
for a parameter γ > . We remark that this approach (i.e., applying the approximation to G * instead of G) does not destroy the non-di erentiability of G and hence preserves the structural properties of ( . ). Standard lower semicontinuity techniques can then be applied to show that the solutions to ( . ) converge weakly to the solution to ( . ) as γ → ; see [ , § . ] . The aim of this paper is to establish strong convergence and in particular approximation error estimates for ū − u γ L (Ω) . Let us recall some literature and already known results. For the case d = we obtain the minimization problem ( . ) min
and if the associated adjoint statep(x) almost everywhere, it is well-known thatū exhibits a bang-bang structure, i.e.ū(x) ∈ {u , u } almost everywhere. This problem has been studied intensively in the literature, see [ , , , , ] and the references therein. Note that this list is far away from being complete. For this problem a structural assumption has been established in [ , ] , which controls the behavior of the adjoint state around a singular set and guarantees that the optimal controlū exhibits a bang-bang structure. Using this assumption, error estimates for the approximation of ( . ) can be proven; see [ ]. A related question is the Moreau-Yosida approximation of state constraints; see [ , ] .
If d = and u < u = < u , the problem ( . ) resembles the minimization problem ( . ) min
see, e.g., [ ]. The structural assumption used to prove error rates for the approximation of ( . ) can be generalized to problem ( . ). Again, approximation error estimates can be proven; see [ , , ] and the reference therein. We will generalize this structural assumption to the multibang control problem ( . ). We will show that this assumption is su cient to guarantee that an optimal controlū of ( . ) satis es u(x) ∈ {u , . . . , u d } for almost all x ∈ Ω. Furthermore, we will use this condition to prove approximation error estimates of the form ū − u γ L (Ω) = O γ κ with a constant κ > depending only on the structural assumption.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section we recall some preliminary results which are needed for the convergence analysis. Our structural assumption is introduced in Section and used to derive the approximation error estimates. This is also the main result of this paper. In Section , we establish discretization error estimates under our structural assumption. We introduce an active set method for the solution of ( . ) and show its equivalence to a semismooth Newton method in Section . Finally, numerical results to support our theoretical ndings can be found in Section .
Let u < u < · · · < u d be some given real numbers with d ≥ , and let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain. Following [ , -], we de ne the piecewise linear function
As the pointwise supremum of a ne functions, is convex and continuous on the interior of its domain dom(
Hence, the corresponding integral functional
is proper, convex and weakly lower semicontinuous as well; see, e.g., [ , Proposition . ] . We now consider the problem
with a parameter α > . Standard semi-continuity methods then yield existence of a minimizer u, which is unique if K is injective; see [ ]. We will later impose a condition which guarantees thatū exhibits a multibang structure, i.e.,ū(x) ∈ {u , . . . , u d } for almost every x ∈ Ω. Let us further de ne the set
where co denotes the convex hull. It is clear that ( . ) is equivalent to the problem (P) min
We will use this equivalent formulation to derive variational inequalities which will be useful in the convergence analysis. Standard convex analysis techniques then yield primal-dual optimality conditions; see, e.g., [ , ] .
Proposition . . De ne the sets
Letū ∈ U ad with associated adjoint statep := K * (z − Kū). Thenū is a solution to (P) if and only if
It is clear that the optimal solutionū is uniquely determined by the adjoint state on the sets {x ∈ Ω :p(x) ∈ Q i }. We see furthermore thatū(x) ∈ {u , . . . ,
Henceū has a multibang structure in this case. In the following, we will make use of this relation to construct a suitable regularity condition on these sets.
Remark . . Although the dependence of the optimal controls on α is not the focus of this work -see instead the earlier works [ -] , and, in particular, [ , Section ] -let us recall the essential features for the sake of completeness. First, note that α enters the optimality conditions ( . ) only via the case distinction for the sets Q i and Q i,i+ . Speci cally, increasing the value of α shifts the conditions onp so that desired control values u i of smaller magnitude are preferred. Conversely, for α → , these conditions coincide with the well-known optimality conditions for bang-bang control problems where only Q , Q d , and Q ,d are relevant; see, e.g., [ , Lemma . ] . This implies that apart from singular cases where meas{x ∈ Ω :p(x) = c} for some c ∈ R, the value of α does not in uence the " strength" of the multibang penalty in enforcing the desired control values but only the speci c selection among these values.
We next introduce the Moreau-Yosida approximation of (P) with a regularization parameter γ > ,
As for (P), arguments from convex analysis lead to the following optimality conditions; see [ , ] .
Let u γ ∈ U ad with associated adjoint state p γ := K * (z − Ku γ ). Then u γ is a solution to (P γ ) if and only if
We remark that ( . ) is the explicit pointwise characterization of u γ ∈ (∂G * ) γ (p γ ), where (∂G * ) γ denotes the Yosida approximation of the convex subdi erential (which coincides with the Fréchet derivative of the Moreau envelope) of the Fenchel conjugate of G, which justi es the term Moreau-Yosida approximation; see, e.g., [ , § . ] .
We can also derive purely primal rst-order optimality conditions for (P) and (P γ ) in terms of variational inequalities using standard arguments as in, e.g., [ , Thm. . ] .
Proposition . . Letū and u γ be solutions of (P) and (P γ ) with associated adjoint statesp := K * (z − Kū) and p γ := K * (z − Ku γ ), respectively. Then,
Here, G (ū; u −ū) denotes the directional derivative of G atū in direction u −ū, which will be characterized in the following lemma. Note that forū, u ∈ U ad we have u −ū ∈ T U ad (ū) for
i.e., the tangential cone to U ad in the point u. It thus su ces to consider directional derivatives for directions in T U ad , which helps to avoid unnecessary case distinctions in the proof. Furthermore, since U ad ⊂ L ∞ (Ω), we only have to consider directions in L ∞ (Ω). In the following, all pointwise expressions and calculations are understood in an almost everywhere sense.
Lemma . . Let u ∈ U ad and de ne the sets
Proof. We use the de nition of the directional derivative and of the sets S i and T i to obtain
We now make use of our assumption that ∈ T U ad ∩ L ∞ (Ω). For such a , we can nd a ρ > such that u + ρ ∈ U ad . Note that this is a pointwise condition, which we are going to exploit in the following. We have to di erentiate between several cases.
Hence we obtain ( . )
which yields
(ii) Now assume that x ∈ S i with < i < d. Then by de nition, u(x) = u i . Here we have to further di erentiate between three cases.
Here we obtain u(x) + ρ (x) = u(x), leading to
Combining all three cases yields
(iii) We are left with the special cases x ∈ S i for i = and i = d. We only consider the case i = as the case i = d is similar. Hence we assume x ∈ S , which implies u(x) = u . Since ∈ T U ad (u), we have that (x) ≥ . If (x) > , we obtain for ρ small enough that u(x) + ρ (x) ∈ T holds, leading to
and similar if (x) = . This leads to
A similar argument for the remaining case i = d nishes the proof.
We now extend the active set condition from [ , ] to the multibang control problem. From Proposition . , we see that the optimal controlū is not uniquely determined by the adjoint statep on the singular sets Q i,i+ . We therefore need to control the way in whichp "detaches" from these sets. This motivates the following assumption.
Assumption REG. For the solutionū to (P) with adjoint statep = K * (z − Kū) there exists a constant c > and κ > such that
holds for all ε > small enough.
Note that ifū satis es this assumption, the sets Q i,i+ have Lebesgue measure zero. Hence, u is multibang by Proposition . . In addition, we have the following result, which is a direct consequence of meas{x ∈ Ω :p(x) ∈ Q i,i+ } = .
Lemma . . Assumeū satis es Assumption REG. Thenp(x) ∈ Q i if and only ifū(x) = u i holds almost everywhere in Ω.
Following [ , Lemma . ] , we can derive a su cient condition for Assumption REG.
Theorem . . Suppose that the adjoint statep ∈ C (Ω) and satis es min
where
Then Assumption REG holds with κ = .
Proof. De ne for t ∈ R the level sets F t := {x ∈Ω : p(x) = t }. Now we use a continuity argument to obtain constants ε , c , C > such that for all |t − α (u i + u i+ )| ≤ ε and all
where H n− is the (n − )-dimensional Hausdor measure. In the following, we denote by 1 C the characteristic function of the set C, i.e., 1 C (x) = if x ∈ C and else. We now use the co-area formula
with the function
holds. Since this holds for all ≤ i < d, the Assumption REG now follows with κ = .
We now establish error estimates for the approximation (P γ ) of (P). For this purpose, we rst derive a stronger version of Proposition . . The next result, which is similar to ones in [ , ] , is the most important tool in the convergence analysis.
Lemma . . Assume that the solutionū to (P) satis es Assumption REG. Then,
Proof. First, recall that Assumption REG implies thatū has a multibang structure. Furthermore, using Lemma . we obtain with the de nition of Q i and S i in Proposition . and Lemma . , respectively, thatū(x) ∈ S i if and only ifp(x) ∈ Q i . Now we use Lemma . and the fact that u −ū ∈ T U ad (ū) to compute
Here we have abbreviated the sets {p ∈ Q } := {x ∈ Ω :p(x) ∈ Q } and similar for the other sets. Recall that by de nition,p(x) ∈ Q implies that −p(x)
which leads to
This allows us to write
Now let ε > and consider the set
Letp(x) ∈ Q ε . Together with −p(x) + α (u + u ) > , this implies that
We similarly de ne Q
The latter leads to
We now combine all these estimates to obtain
where we have used the L ∞ -boundedness of u −ū in the last step. We now use Assumption REG to estimate the remaining sum, yielding
Summarizing, we have for a constant c > that
and hence setting
nishes the proof.
We now have everything at hand to prove approximation error estimates.
Theorem . . Letū be a solution of (P) with corresponding stateȳ := Kū and assume that Assumption REG is satis ed. Furthermore, let u γ be the solution of (P γ ) forγ > with corresponding state y γ := Ku γ . Then there exists a constant c > such that
Proof. First note that G is a convex function and hence that
We thus obtain from Proposition . and Lemma . that
Inserting u = u γ and u =ū into two above inequalities, respectively, and then adding both yields
.
We now use the de nition ofp = K * (z − Kū) and p γ = K * (z − Ku γ ) to deduce that
Hence, by adding γ ū − u γ L (Ω) to the inequality above and rearranging terms, we obtain that
where we have used Young's inequality in the last step. The stated inequality now follows immediately.
In practice, the exact operator K is not realizable, and a discretization K h : L (Ω) → Y h with nite dimensional range Y h must be employed. Denote by u γ ,h the solution of the discrete problem
with corresponding state y γ ,h := K h u γ ,h and adjoint state p γ ,h := K * h (z −y γ ,h ). If K is the solution operator of an elliptic partial di erential equation and K h its nite element discretization as in the next section, (P γ ,h ) can be interpreted as a variational discretization [ , ] .
We assume that for all h > , the estimate
holds uniformly for all γ > with a monotonically increasing function δ : R + → R such that δ ( ) = . Note that this approximation condition only needs to be satis ed for the solutions to the discretized problem (P γ ,h ). However, as in [ ] the condition can also be replaced by a corresponding uniform condition for the solution to the continuous problem (P γ ). Now, we follow [ , Proposition . ] and estimate the discretization error for the solution to (P γ ).
Theorem . . For all γ > and h ≥ there holds
Proof. With u γ ,h and u γ solutions to (P γ ,h ) and (P γ ), respectively, we have from Proposition . that
Adding these two inequalities, substituting p
, and using the convexity of G then yields
We thus obtain that
The rest of the proof follows similarly to the proof of [ , Proposition . ] . The rst term on the right-hand side is estimated by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the inequality ( . ) as
Rewriting the second term and using again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality combined with the inequality ( . ), we obtain
Adding these two estimates, we nally arrive at
Combining the approximation error estimate from Theorem . and the discretization error estimate from Theorem . , we immediately obtain the following result.
Theorem . . Ifū satis es Assumption REG, then
holds for all γ > and h ≥ .
Let us now consider the special case where y = Ku is given as the unique solution of the partial di erential equation
with A being a second-order linear di erential operator, e.g., A = −∆. In this case, the optimality conditions from Proposition . can be solved using a superlinearly convergent semi-smooth Newton method in function space; see [ , , ] . We recall that ( . ) can be written as
where p γ ∈ H (Ω) is the solution to the adjoint equation
and y γ is the solution to ( . ) with u = u γ . From the regularity theory for ( . ), the Sobolev embedding H (Ω) → L r (Ω) for some r > , and the general theory of semi-smooth Newton methods in function space [ ], we deduce that the superposition operator
A Newton step for the solution of (P γ ) can therefore be formulated as
In [ ], this was reduced to a symmetric system in (y, p). Here, we instead consider an equivalent primal active set formulation that has proven to be more robust for small values of γ and h. In a slight abuse of notation, we introduce
and similarly for Q k i,i+ . The following algorithm is an extension of the one proposed in [ ] for
Algorithm . Choose initial data u , p and parameters α, γ , set k = and compute the sets
, then go to step . Otherwise set k = k + and go to step .
. STOP: u k + is a solution of (P γ ).
The stopping criterion yields solutions of (P γ ).
Lemma . . If
then the solution (u k+ , p k+ ) computed from ( . ) satisfy ( . ). In particular, u k + is a solution to (P γ ).
Proof. Since for xed Q k i and Q k i,i+ the solution of ( . ) is unique, we have (u k , y k , p k ) = (u k + , y k+ , p k + ). Inserting this into ( . b) and comparing with ( . ) yields the claim.
We now show that Algorithm coincides with a semi-smooth Newton method, which implies locally superlinear convergence.
Theorem . . The active set step ( . ) is equivalent to the semi-smooth Newton step ( . ).
Proof. Clearly, the rst two equations of ( . ) are equivalent to the rst two equation of ( . a). It therefore remains to consider the last equation, which is given by
Let us de ne the function
We now make a case distinction pointwise almost everywhere.
, and from the rst line of ( . ) we obtain
Hence the third row of ( . ) is equivalent to ( . b). In both cases, we obtain from the de nition of λ k+ that −p k + + γu k+ + αλ k + = , which nally gives ( . a) and therefore the claimed equivalence.
In this section we present some numerical results and convergence rates. Let Ω ⊂ R d be a bounded Lipschitz domain and K be the operator mapping u to the weak solution y of Figure : constructed optimal adjoint statesp and optimal controlū
The operator K h is correspondingly de ned via the Galerkin approximation of ( . ) using linear nite elements on a triangulation of Ω, which is chosen in such a way that the approximation condition ( . ) is satis ed; see [ ]. For the multibang penalty, we take (u , . . . , u ) = (− , − , , , ) and α = . We implemented Algorithm in Python using DOLFIN [ , ] , which is part of the open-source computing platform FEniCS [ , ] . The linear system ( . ) arising from the active set step is solved using the sparse direct solver spso ve from SciPy. The code used to obtain the following results can be downloaded from h ps://github.com/clason/multibangestimates.
Example : κ =
We rst consider Ω = ( , ) and de nē
e Ω := −∆ȳ −ū,
see Figures a and b. Note thatp,ȳ ∈ C (Ω), and thatū andp satisfy the optimality conditions in Proposition . . Hence, (ū,p) are a solution to (P). From Theorem . we further deduce that Assumption REG is satis ed with κ = .
We now compute the solution of (P γ ,h ) for di erent values of h, where Ω is divided into equidistant elements with mesh size h. From Theorem . we expect that the numerical convergence rate 
We compute κ γ ,h for di erent but xed mesh sizes h. Due to the discretization error, we expect a certain saturation e ect for small γ ; see Theorem . . Note that for d = , it is known that Assumption REG is not only su cient for convergence rates similar to Theorem . but also necessary for high convergence rates; see [ ]. Hence, we expect that κ γ ,h ≈ , which can be observed from Table a and Figure a . In addition, the discretization error dominates for small γ as expected.
Example : κ < We also consider an example where Assumption REG is only satis ed with κ < . The idea is to violate the assumption of the su cient condition presented in Theorem . . We modify the adjoint statep from Example tō
Figure : discretization and approximation error u γ ,h −ū L (Ω) for di erent γ and h see Figure c , while the remaining functions remain unchanged. Note that for, e.g.,x := , we obtain p (x) = and p(x) = , which violates the assumption of Theorem . . Hence we expect that κ < holds, resulting in a much slower convergence speed; see Theorem . . This is corroborated by our numerical results: We obtain κ γ ,h ≈ . < , which can be seen in Table b and Figure b . Due to the slower convergence speed, we do not observe a saturation e ect for the chosen range of γ and h.
For optimal control problems with a convex penalty promoting minimizers that pointwise almost everywhere take on values from a given discrete set, Moreau-Yosida approximation allows the solution by a superlinearly convergent semi-smooth Newton method. On a structural assumption on the behavior of the adjoint state near singular sets, convergence rates as the approximation parameter γ → can be derived. The same assumption also yields discretization error estimates for xed γ > . Numerical experiments corroborate the predicted rate. This work can be extended in a number of directions. First, an active set condition similar to Assumption REG was derived in [ ] for the approximation of bang-bang control of a semilinear equation and could be adapted to the multibang control setting. Of particular interest would be the extension to problems where the control enters into the principal part of an elliptic equation as in the case of topology optimization problems [ , ] .
On the other hand, the applicability of the multibang penalty G to the regularization of inverse problems was demonstrated in [ ]. There, a condition related to Assumption REG was used to derive strong convergence as α → , albeit without rates; and a natural question is whether the more quantitative Assumption REG would allow obtaining such rates at least in L (Ω). Finally, combined regularization, approximation, and discretization estimates for the convergence (α, γ , h) → would be highly useful. 
